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RULE SUBMISSION TEMPLATE 

Rule Proposal Title 

Author Name and Membership Number 

Postal Address 

Email Address 

Phone Number 

Rulebook Reference 

What is the intent of this Rule Proposal? 

Proposed Amendment 

Classes Effected 
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators? 

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing? 

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets? 
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition? 

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and enforceable.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors. 
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	Rule Proposal Title: Communication devices for Top Sportsman and Supercharged Outlaws
	Author Name and Membership Number: 
	Postal Address: 
	Email Address: 
	Phone Number: 
	Rulebook Reference: Communication devices are not permitted in Group 3
	What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?: Both Top Sportsman and Supercharged Outlaws pay for a Group 2 licence in which comms are allowed and they are also very fast racecars. There is often limited vision in these cars so when/if the opponent crosses into the other lane I feel it would be really good to know in terms of safety and possibly avoiding a collision. I have actually been in this situation and had no idea what was happening in the other lane. If my crew were able to let me know, this would have been very helpful. I dont want my expensive racecar to potentially be damaged or even worse, the driver to get injured. There is no advange I can see in terms of racing because if the opponent red lights, the other car would win anyway regardless of breaking out so the communication would not be of an advantage. The same goes if I red light, my opponent wins anyway regardless of comms. Reaction times are not shown during racing so again it is not an advantace to have have comms. In fact it is more of an advantage to group two who will want to be told to back off to save indexes. It would also allow us to be told if we are leaking fluid onto the track so we can stop and pull over to the side as soon as possible rather than drop fluid the entire length of the track. These cars are very loud and we cant always hear or see any issues. I think not being allowed to use comms was maybe a historic rule to reduce costs for entry level racing however Top Sportsman and Superchaged outlaws spend siginificant money on both the racecars as well as transporters so protecting my racecar from any potential hazards or damage is my top priority as well as looking after track staff and delays with cleanups.
	Proposed Amendment: Ammendment to allow the use of communication Devices for Top Sportsman and Supercharged Outlaws 
	Classes Effected: Top Sportsman and Supercharged Outlaws
	How does or can this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?: It will definitely help towards avoiding long delays with cleanups as well as avoiding collisions on the track (if I know what is happening in the other lane I potentially can then make an informed decision to avoid what is happening like pulling my shoots early)
	How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?: Absolutely, anything to improve safety or to improve the clean up process is a positive step
	What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?: It is already allowed in Group two and both Top Sportsman and Supercharged outlaws pay for a Group Two licence 
	How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?: 
	Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable: The rule requires no technical changes to enforce or police. It is also optional for racers that wish to use it so there is no additional costs to racers choosing not to have it, just the same as group 2 currently.
	Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors: Comms devices are cheap and can be as little as a few hundred dollars to 1-2 thousand. It is also optional so competitors can choose not to use it.


